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the chapters in this text comprise biographical sketches of previously unknown or lesser known african americans

among them general daniel chappie james jr william levi dawson composer vinnette carroll director and playwright

and elizabeth ross haynes political speaker and activist profiles 300 african americans living and deceased

prominent in fields ranging from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the

military african american biography six volumes profiles 351 african americans both living and deceased prominent in

a variety of fields from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military

black and white photos accompany each entry and a list of african americans by their field of specialization provides

an alternative access point for readers book jacket the second edition of the african american national biography has

expanded this landmark scholarship from eight to twelve volumes each of the nearly 5 000 entries are written and

signed by distinguished scholars under the direction of editors in chief henry louis gates jr and evelyn brooks

higginbotham the african american national biography is the most significant and expansive collection of black lives

in print today this essential scholarly reference work presents history through the lives of its people profiling the

famous infamous and little known figures in african american history profiles 300 african americans living and

deceased prominent in fields ranging from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion

to the military profiles three hundred african americans prominent in their fields from civil rights to athletics politics to

literature entertainment to science religion to the military a black and white portrait accompanies each entry and a

cumulative subject index lists all individuals by field of endeavor in the long awaited successor to the dictionary of

american negro biography the authors illuminate history through the immediacy of individual experience with

authoritative biographies of some 600 noteworthy african americans a celebration of achievement accomplishments

and pride the first african american president u s senator and the first black lawyer in the department of education

the first black chairman of the u s joint chiefs of staff and the first african american commissioned officer in the

marine corps the first black professors in a variety of fields the first african american advertising agency the first

african american olympian the first black pilot for a scheduled commercial airline the first recorded slave revolt in

north america the first african american cookbook writer revel and rejoice in the renowned and lesser known barrier

breaking trailblazers in all fields arts entertainment business civil rights education government invention journalism

religion science sports music and more black firsts 500 years of trailblazing achievements and ground breaking

events fourth edition bears witness to the long and complex history of african americans expanded updated and

revised for the first time in over eight years black firsts collects more than 500 all new achievements and previously
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unearthed firsts this massive tome proves that african american accomplishments are wide ranging and ongoing

documenting thousands of personal victories and triumphs who was the first black american depicted on a postage

stamp 1940 booker taliaferro washington who was the first african american bookseller 1834 david ruggles new york

city where was the first black car dealership 1941 edward davis detroit studebaker when was the first black owned

company listed on a major stock exchange 1971 johnson products who was the first black u s senator 1870 hiram

rhoades rhodes revels mississippi who was the african american columnist who won a pulitzer prize for commentary

1989 clarence page who was the u s supreme court s first black justice 1967 thurgood marshall who first broke the

color barrier to become a flight attendant 1958 ruth carol taylor who became the first black to graduate from the u s

military academy at west point 1877 henry ossian flipper which model was the first black to grace sports illustrated

cover 1997 tyra banks who became the american medical association s first black president 1995 lonnie bristow

what is the oldest surviving black church in america the african meeting house built in 1806 and known as the joy

street baptist church in boston who became the first black pitcher to win a world series game 1952 rookie of the year

joe black of the brooklyn dodgers who was the first regularly recognized black physician in the united states 1780s

james durham derham who was the first black actress to receive an emmy award 1969 gail fisher who became the

first black professional football player 1904 charles w follis what was first short story published by a black woman in

the united states 1859 frances ellen watkins harper s the two offers who was the black explorer who joined the lewis

and clark expedition york who was the first black lawyer to argue a case before the supreme court 1880 samuel r

lowery which two songs by black americans were the first to be send out of the solar system 1977 chuck berry s

song johnny b goode and blind willie johnson s dark was the night cold was the ground on voyager i what famous

inventor and agronomist has a national monument named after him in diamond missouri 1960 george washington

carver what movie featured the first black female lead in a disney animated feature 2009 the princess and the frog

starred anika noni rose who was the first black american to win a gold medal in the women s all around final

competition 2012 gabrielle gabby christina victoria douglas who were the tuskegee airmen and why are they so

famous 1941 the u s congress established the first combat unit for blacks in the army air corps with a training facility

for black airmen known as the tuskegee airmen located at tuskegee institute alabama who participated in the first

armed encounter of the american revolution and later became the first black to receive an honorary master s degree

lemuel haynes who was the author of a book of poetry that won the first pulitzer prize awarded to a black american

1950 gwendolyn brooks for annie allen what was the first black record company pace phonograph company

established 1921 by henry pace who was the black hero who sacrificed himself at the boston massacre an event

that would help inspire the american revolution 1770 crispus attucks who was the first black entertainer to host his

own talk show on national television 1989 arsenio hall who was the first african american to lead the nasa space

program 2009 charles frank bolden jr who was the first black american to win the nobel peace prize 1944 ralph
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johnson bunche who was the first black american athlete to win an olympic gold medal 1908 john baxter doc taylor jr

winner of the 4 x 400 meter relay in london which inventor had the first patent granted an african american 1872

elijah mccoy who was the first african american to win a grammy award 1959 count william basie who is thought to

be the united states first black millionaire 1890 thomy lafon new orleans real estate speculator and moneylender who

was the first black named association of college and research librarian of the year 1985 jessie carney smith which

black first sang a principal role with the metropolitan opera 1955 marian anderson when was the first black judge

appointed to the u s court of appeals 1966 spottswood robinson which black artist was the first to be featured in a

solo exhibit at new york s museum of modern art 1937 william edmondson when was the first black mayor of dallas

elected 1995 ron kirk who was the first elected black chairman of republican national convention 1884 john roy lynch

who was the first known black to graduate from an american college 1823 alexander lucius twilight received a

bachelor s degree from middlebury college in vermont with more than 350 photos and illustrations this information

rich book also includes a helpful bibliography and an extensive index adding to its usefulness this vital collection will

appeal to anyone interested in america s amazing history and resilient people profiles 300 african americans living

and deceased prominent in fields ranging from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science

religion to the military profiles 300 african americans living and deceased prominent in fields ranging from civil rights

to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military amazing stories of 100 black

americans who everyone should know for kids eight and up engaging and packed with facts 100 african americans

who shaped american history is the perfect black history book for kids this biography book for kids features 100 easy

to read one page biographies find out how these black americans changed the course of history illustrated portraits

each biography includes an illustration to help bring history to life a timeline trivia questions project ideas and more

boost your learning and test your knowledge with fun activities and resources discover artists activists icons and

legends throughout american history 100 african americans who shaped american history introduces kids of all ages

to some of the most influential black americans from the very beginning of the country all the way up to present day

learn all about the incredible lives and lasting legacies of figures like harriet tubman duke ellington malcolm x mae

jemison and many more from toussaint l ouverture to pelé the dictionary of caribbean and afro latin american

biography will provide a comprehensive overview of the lives of caribbeans and afro latin americans who are

historically significant the project will be unprecedented in scale covering the entire caribbean and the afro

descended populations throughout latin america including people who spoke and wrote creole dutch english french

portuguese and spanish it will also encompass the full scope of history with entries on figures from the first forced

slave migrations in the sixteenth centuries to entries on living persons such as the haitian musician and politician

wyclef jean and the cuban author and poet nancy morejón individuals will be drawn from all walks of life including

philosophers politicians activists entertainers scholars poets scientists religious figures kings and everyday people
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whose lives have contributed to the history of the caribbean and latin america provided by publisher three times a

year this extraordinary reference series provides biographical profiles of important persons of african heritage

whether they are personalities from the news selected 20th century notables or individuals who are not yet

household names these are the men and women who are changing today s world and shaping the world of

tomorrow each volume of contemporary black biography contains at least 65 full length biographies written in an

easy to follow prose style ranging from 2 to 4 pages each arranged alphabetically entries are divided by subheads

for quick scanning sections cover portrait as available date and place of birtheducational backgroundaddresscareer

datamembershipsawards receiveddetailed prose essaycomplete source citations contemporary black biography is not

limited to coverage of only notable black americans nor is it restricted by a manufactured definition of contemporary

its multinational coverage spans this century and includes rising personalities as well as groundbreakers and

newsmakers in a variety of fields contemporary black biography includes four cumulative indexes nationality while

concentrating on u s figures this title also covers important personalities from other countries find them listed by

nationality here occupation editors focus on biographies not typically found in other sources an eclectic blend of well

known and well respected educators physicians politicians activists writers clergy military leaders attorneys as well

as members of the more glamorous occupations such as athletes fashion models and actorssubjects events places

and organizations are cross referenced to each entry use this index to identify key black individuals associated with

such topics as the naacp the montgomery bus boycott motown records medicine the olympics and hundreds of

othersname as the only series devoted exclusively to black biography contemporary black biography s name index is

the first place to look when you need information on contemporary black figures entries in the contemporary black

biography series can be accessed online through gale biographies on nexis each of the more than 100 000 profiles

in gale biographies provides an intimate glimpse into the personal and professional life and times of the listee

including birth death date and place family education career highlights and achievements awards and honors major

works sources of additional information and much more a biographical history of african americans is the most

comprehensive pocket sized scholarly volume on african american biography published in the last three decades the

book gives an introductory overview to african american history followed by a selection of notable african american

subjects arranged in four topical and chronological periods it is diverse as to gender geography and vocations the

work has been particularly concerned with profiling notable subjects who have not appeared in other dictionaries

directories or encyclopedias while it can be used as a text or supplementary reader as well as a general reference

work its readable style will also appeal to a popular audience this book provides a new interpretation of the life of w

e b du bois one of the most important african american scholars and thinkers of the 20th century this revealing

biography captures the full life of w e b du bois historian sociologist author editor and a leader in the fight to bring

african americans more fully into the american landscape as well as a forceful proponent of their leaving america
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altogether and returning to africa drawing on extensive research and including new primary documents sidebars and

analysis gerald horne and charisse burden stelly offer a portrait of this remarkable man paying special attention to

the often overlooked radical decades at the end of du bois s life the book also highlights du bois s relationships with

and influence on civil rights activists intellectuals and freedom fighters among them booker t washington marcus

garvey shirley graham du bois louise thompson patterson william alphaeus hunton and martin luther king jr the

biography includes a selection of primary source documents including personal letters speeches poems and

newspaper articles that provide insight into du bois s life based on his own words and analysis this extraordinary

reference series provides biographical profiles of important persons of african heritage whether they are personalities

from the news selected 20th century notables or individuals who are not yet household names each volume of

contemporary black biography contains 55 full length biographies name occupation nationality and subject indexes

are included in each volume each new edition of this respected resource is a comprehensive recording the scope of

african american achievement who s who among african americans provides biographical and career details on more

than 20 000 notable african american individuals including leaders from sports the arts business religion and more

includes geographic and occupational indexes as well as an obituary section updating entries for listees who have

died since the previous edition w e b du bois was one of the most prolific african american authors scholars and

leaders of the twentieth century but none of his previous biographies have so practically and comprehensively

introduced the man and his impact on american history as noted historian shawn alexander s w e b du bois an

american intellectual and activist alexander tells du bois story in a clear and concise manner exploring his racial

strategy civil rights activity journalistic career and his role as an international spokesman the book also captures du

bois s life as an historian sociologist artist propagandist and peace activist while providing space for the voices of his

chief critics booker t washington marcus garvey walter white the young turks of the naacp not to mention the federal

government s characterization of his ever radicalizing beliefs particularly after world war ii alexander s analysis traces

the development of du bois thought over time beginning with his formative years in new england and ending with his

death in ghana paying significantly more attention to the many pivotal and previously unexamined intellectual

moments in his life this biography illustrates the experiences that helped bend and mold the indispensable thinker

that w e b du bois became the kind whose crowning achievement is his continued relevance in contemporary culture

from classrooms to curbsides compelling and informative the 14 diverse biographies of this book give a heightened

understanding of the evolution of what it meant to be black and american through more than three centuries of u s

history provides biographical information on five hundred african american men who were pioneers entrepreneurs

artists reformers leaders officials educators or significant figures in other fields over three centuries contains new and

updated profiles of forty african americans both living and deceased who have made significant contributions to their

fields of endeavor arranged alphabetically with portraits and an index provides informative biographical profiles of the
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important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in

a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law

literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports

television theater and others african american leaders civil rights political and social leaders scientists and inventors

and athletes achievement engenders pride and the most significant accomplishments involving people places and

events in black history are gathered in black firsts 4 000 ground breaking and pioneering events provides informative

biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage covers

persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education fashion

film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and

technology social issues sports television theater and others ida b wells was a prominent african american famous

for her crusade against lynching in the 1890s this biography of wells tells the story of her battle for justice for african

american men and women from its beginnings in tennessee provides informative biographical profiles of the

important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in

a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law

literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports

television theater and others provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of

african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others provides

informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage

covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education

fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and

technology social issues sports television theater and others provides informative biographical profiles of the

important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in

a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law

literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports

television theater and others the most complete and affordable single volume reference of african american culture

available today this almanac is a unique and valuable resource devoted to illustrating and demystifying the moving

difficult and often lost history of black life in america celebrating centuries of achievements the african american

almanac 400 years of triumph courage and excellence provides insights on the influence inspiration and impact of

african americans on u s society and culture a legacy of pride struggle and triumph is presented through a

fascinating mix of biographies including 750 influential figures little known or misunderstood historical facts
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enlightening essays on significant legislation and movements and 445 rare photographs and illustrations covering

politics education religion business science medicine the military sports literature music dance theater art film and

television chapters address the important events and social and cultural changes that affected african americans

over the centuries followed by biographical profiles of hundreds of key figures including muhammad ali maya

angelou josephine baker amiri baraka daisy bates george washington carver ray charles bessie coleman gary davis

frederick douglass w e b du bois michael eric dyson duke ellington medgar evers henry louis gates jr eric h holder jr

langston hughes zora neale hurston lebron james mae c jemison martin luther king jr queen latifah jacob lawrence

kevin liles thurgood marshall walter mosley elijah muhammad barack obama gordon parks rosa parks richard pryor

condoleezza rice smokey robinson wilma rudolph betty shabazz tavis smiley clarence thomas sojourner truth harriet

ross tubman c delores tucker usher denmark vesey alice walker booker t washington kanye west reggie white

serena williams oprah winfrey and malcolm x explore a wealth of milestones inspiration challenges met and lasting

respect the african american almanac s helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its usefulness provides

informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage

covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education

fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and

technology social issues sports television theater and others provides informative biographical profiles of the

important and influential persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in

a wide variety of fields including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law

literature medicine music politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports

television theater and others provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of

african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others
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Black Lives 2015-05-20 the chapters in this text comprise biographical sketches of previously unknown or lesser

known african americans among them general daniel chappie james jr william levi dawson composer vinnette carroll

director and playwright and elizabeth ross haynes political speaker and activist

African American Biography: S-Z 1994 profiles 300 african americans living and deceased prominent in fields ranging

from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military

African American Biography 1999-12 african american biography six volumes profiles 351 african americans both

living and deceased prominent in a variety of fields from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to

science religion to the military black and white photos accompany each entry and a list of african americans by their

field of specialization provides an alternative access point for readers book jacket

African American National Biography 2013-04-18 the second edition of the african american national biography has

expanded this landmark scholarship from eight to twelve volumes each of the nearly 5 000 entries are written and

signed by distinguished scholars under the direction of editors in chief henry louis gates jr and evelyn brooks

higginbotham the african american national biography is the most significant and expansive collection of black lives

in print today this essential scholarly reference work presents history through the lives of its people profiling the

famous infamous and little known figures in african american history

African American Biography: A-D 1994 profiles 300 african americans living and deceased prominent in fields ranging

from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military

African American Biography 1993-12 profiles three hundred african americans prominent in their fields from civil

rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military a black and white portrait

accompanies each entry and a cumulative subject index lists all individuals by field of endeavor

African American Lives 2004-04-29 in the long awaited successor to the dictionary of american negro biography the

authors illuminate history through the immediacy of individual experience with authoritative biographies of some 600

noteworthy african americans

Black Firsts 2021-01-01 a celebration of achievement accomplishments and pride the first african american president

u s senator and the first black lawyer in the department of education the first black chairman of the u s joint chiefs of

staff and the first african american commissioned officer in the marine corps the first black professors in a variety of

fields the first african american advertising agency the first african american olympian the first black pilot for a

scheduled commercial airline the first recorded slave revolt in north america the first african american cookbook

writer revel and rejoice in the renowned and lesser known barrier breaking trailblazers in all fields arts entertainment

business civil rights education government invention journalism religion science sports music and more black firsts

500 years of trailblazing achievements and ground breaking events fourth edition bears witness to the long and

complex history of african americans expanded updated and revised for the first time in over eight years black firsts
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collects more than 500 all new achievements and previously unearthed firsts this massive tome proves that african

american accomplishments are wide ranging and ongoing documenting thousands of personal victories and triumphs

who was the first black american depicted on a postage stamp 1940 booker taliaferro washington who was the first

african american bookseller 1834 david ruggles new york city where was the first black car dealership 1941 edward

davis detroit studebaker when was the first black owned company listed on a major stock exchange 1971 johnson

products who was the first black u s senator 1870 hiram rhoades rhodes revels mississippi who was the african

american columnist who won a pulitzer prize for commentary 1989 clarence page who was the u s supreme court s

first black justice 1967 thurgood marshall who first broke the color barrier to become a flight attendant 1958 ruth

carol taylor who became the first black to graduate from the u s military academy at west point 1877 henry ossian

flipper which model was the first black to grace sports illustrated cover 1997 tyra banks who became the american

medical association s first black president 1995 lonnie bristow what is the oldest surviving black church in america

the african meeting house built in 1806 and known as the joy street baptist church in boston who became the first

black pitcher to win a world series game 1952 rookie of the year joe black of the brooklyn dodgers who was the first

regularly recognized black physician in the united states 1780s james durham derham who was the first black

actress to receive an emmy award 1969 gail fisher who became the first black professional football player 1904

charles w follis what was first short story published by a black woman in the united states 1859 frances ellen watkins

harper s the two offers who was the black explorer who joined the lewis and clark expedition york who was the first

black lawyer to argue a case before the supreme court 1880 samuel r lowery which two songs by black americans

were the first to be send out of the solar system 1977 chuck berry s song johnny b goode and blind willie johnson s

dark was the night cold was the ground on voyager i what famous inventor and agronomist has a national monument

named after him in diamond missouri 1960 george washington carver what movie featured the first black female lead

in a disney animated feature 2009 the princess and the frog starred anika noni rose who was the first black

american to win a gold medal in the women s all around final competition 2012 gabrielle gabby christina victoria

douglas who were the tuskegee airmen and why are they so famous 1941 the u s congress established the first

combat unit for blacks in the army air corps with a training facility for black airmen known as the tuskegee airmen

located at tuskegee institute alabama who participated in the first armed encounter of the american revolution and

later became the first black to receive an honorary master s degree lemuel haynes who was the author of a book of

poetry that won the first pulitzer prize awarded to a black american 1950 gwendolyn brooks for annie allen what was

the first black record company pace phonograph company established 1921 by henry pace who was the black hero

who sacrificed himself at the boston massacre an event that would help inspire the american revolution 1770 crispus

attucks who was the first black entertainer to host his own talk show on national television 1989 arsenio hall who

was the first african american to lead the nasa space program 2009 charles frank bolden jr who was the first black
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american to win the nobel peace prize 1944 ralph johnson bunche who was the first black american athlete to win an

olympic gold medal 1908 john baxter doc taylor jr winner of the 4 x 400 meter relay in london which inventor had the

first patent granted an african american 1872 elijah mccoy who was the first african american to win a grammy

award 1959 count william basie who is thought to be the united states first black millionaire 1890 thomy lafon new

orleans real estate speculator and moneylender who was the first black named association of college and research

librarian of the year 1985 jessie carney smith which black first sang a principal role with the metropolitan opera 1955

marian anderson when was the first black judge appointed to the u s court of appeals 1966 spottswood robinson

which black artist was the first to be featured in a solo exhibit at new york s museum of modern art 1937 william

edmondson when was the first black mayor of dallas elected 1995 ron kirk who was the first elected black chairman

of republican national convention 1884 john roy lynch who was the first known black to graduate from an american

college 1823 alexander lucius twilight received a bachelor s degree from middlebury college in vermont with more

than 350 photos and illustrations this information rich book also includes a helpful bibliography and an extensive

index adding to its usefulness this vital collection will appeal to anyone interested in america s amazing history and

resilient people

African American Reference Library 2001-08-01 profiles 300 african americans living and deceased prominent in

fields ranging from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military

African American Biography: K-R 1994 profiles 300 african americans living and deceased prominent in fields

ranging from civil rights to athletics politics to literature entertainment to science religion to the military

African American Biography: E-J 1994 amazing stories of 100 black americans who everyone should know for kids

eight and up engaging and packed with facts 100 african americans who shaped american history is the perfect

black history book for kids this biography book for kids features 100 easy to read one page biographies find out how

these black americans changed the course of history illustrated portraits each biography includes an illustration to

help bring history to life a timeline trivia questions project ideas and more boost your learning and test your

knowledge with fun activities and resources discover artists activists icons and legends throughout american history

100 african americans who shaped american history introduces kids of all ages to some of the most influential black

americans from the very beginning of the country all the way up to present day learn all about the incredible lives

and lasting legacies of figures like harriet tubman duke ellington malcolm x mae jemison and many more

African American National Biography 2008 from toussaint l ouverture to pelé the dictionary of caribbean and afro latin

american biography will provide a comprehensive overview of the lives of caribbeans and afro latin americans who

are historically significant the project will be unprecedented in scale covering the entire caribbean and the afro

descended populations throughout latin america including people who spoke and wrote creole dutch english french

portuguese and spanish it will also encompass the full scope of history with entries on figures from the first forced
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slave migrations in the sixteenth centuries to entries on living persons such as the haitian musician and politician

wyclef jean and the cuban author and poet nancy morejón individuals will be drawn from all walks of life including

philosophers politicians activists entertainers scholars poets scientists religious figures kings and everyday people

whose lives have contributed to the history of the caribbean and latin america provided by publisher

100 African Americans Who Shaped American History 1995-11-01 three times a year this extraordinary reference

series provides biographical profiles of important persons of african heritage whether they are personalities from the

news selected 20th century notables or individuals who are not yet household names these are the men and women

who are changing today s world and shaping the world of tomorrow each volume of contemporary black biography

contains at least 65 full length biographies written in an easy to follow prose style ranging from 2 to 4 pages each

arranged alphabetically entries are divided by subheads for quick scanning sections cover portrait as available date

and place of birtheducational backgroundaddresscareer datamembershipsawards receiveddetailed prose

essaycomplete source citations contemporary black biography is not limited to coverage of only notable black

americans nor is it restricted by a manufactured definition of contemporary its multinational coverage spans this

century and includes rising personalities as well as groundbreakers and newsmakers in a variety of fields

contemporary black biography includes four cumulative indexes nationality while concentrating on u s figures this title

also covers important personalities from other countries find them listed by nationality here occupation editors focus

on biographies not typically found in other sources an eclectic blend of well known and well respected educators

physicians politicians activists writers clergy military leaders attorneys as well as members of the more glamorous

occupations such as athletes fashion models and actorssubjects events places and organizations are cross

referenced to each entry use this index to identify key black individuals associated with such topics as the naacp the

montgomery bus boycott motown records medicine the olympics and hundreds of othersname as the only series

devoted exclusively to black biography contemporary black biography s name index is the first place to look when

you need information on contemporary black figures entries in the contemporary black biography series can be

accessed online through gale biographies on nexis each of the more than 100 000 profiles in gale biographies

provides an intimate glimpse into the personal and professional life and times of the listee including birth death date

and place family education career highlights and achievements awards and honors major works sources of additional

information and much more

African American National Biography 2013 a biographical history of african americans is the most comprehensive

pocket sized scholarly volume on african american biography published in the last three decades the book gives an

introductory overview to african american history followed by a selection of notable african american subjects

arranged in four topical and chronological periods it is diverse as to gender geography and vocations the work has

been particularly concerned with profiling notable subjects who have not appeared in other dictionaries directories or
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encyclopedias while it can be used as a text or supplementary reader as well as a general reference work its

readable style will also appeal to a popular audience

Dictionary of Caribbean and Afro-Latin American Biography 2016-03-01 this book provides a new interpretation of

the life of w e b du bois one of the most important african american scholars and thinkers of the 20th century this

revealing biography captures the full life of w e b du bois historian sociologist author editor and a leader in the fight

to bring african americans more fully into the american landscape as well as a forceful proponent of their leaving

america altogether and returning to africa drawing on extensive research and including new primary documents

sidebars and analysis gerald horne and charisse burden stelly offer a portrait of this remarkable man paying special

attention to the often overlooked radical decades at the end of du bois s life the book also highlights du bois s

relationships with and influence on civil rights activists intellectuals and freedom fighters among them booker t

washington marcus garvey shirley graham du bois louise thompson patterson william alphaeus hunton and martin

luther king jr the biography includes a selection of primary source documents including personal letters speeches

poems and newspaper articles that provide insight into du bois s life based on his own words and analysis

Contemporary Black Biography 1992 this extraordinary reference series provides biographical profiles of important

persons of african heritage whether they are personalities from the news selected 20th century notables or

individuals who are not yet household names each volume of contemporary black biography contains 55 full length

biographies name occupation nationality and subject indexes are included in each volume

Contemporary Black Biography 2006 each new edition of this respected resource is a comprehensive recording the

scope of african american achievement who s who among african americans provides biographical and career

details on more than 20 000 notable african american individuals including leaders from sports the arts business

religion and more includes geographic and occupational indexes as well as an obituary section updating entries for

listees who have died since the previous edition

A Biographical History of African Americans 2005 w e b du bois was one of the most prolific african american

authors scholars and leaders of the twentieth century but none of his previous biographies have so practically and

comprehensively introduced the man and his impact on american history as noted historian shawn alexander s w e b

du bois an american intellectual and activist alexander tells du bois story in a clear and concise manner exploring his

racial strategy civil rights activity journalistic career and his role as an international spokesman the book also

captures du bois s life as an historian sociologist artist propagandist and peace activist while providing space for the

voices of his chief critics booker t washington marcus garvey walter white the young turks of the naacp not to

mention the federal government s characterization of his ever radicalizing beliefs particularly after world war ii

alexander s analysis traces the development of du bois thought over time beginning with his formative years in new

england and ending with his death in ghana paying significantly more attention to the many pivotal and previously
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unexamined intellectual moments in his life this biography illustrates the experiences that helped bend and mold the

indispensable thinker that w e b du bois became the kind whose crowning achievement is his continued relevance in

contemporary culture from classrooms to curbsides

W.E.B. Du Bois 2019-09-13 compelling and informative the 14 diverse biographies of this book give a heightened

understanding of the evolution of what it meant to be black and american through more than three centuries of u s

history

Contemporary Black Biography 2001-02 provides biographical information on five hundred african american men who

were pioneers entrepreneurs artists reformers leaders officials educators or significant figures in other fields over

three centuries

Who's Who Among African Americans 2003-06 contains new and updated profiles of forty african americans both

living and deceased who have made significant contributions to their fields of endeavor arranged alphabetically with

portraits and an index

W. E. B. Du Bois 2015-07-02 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of

african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Portraits of African American Life Since 1865 2003 african american leaders civil rights political and social leaders

scientists and inventors and athletes

Notable Black American Men 1999 achievement engenders pride and the most significant accomplishments involving

people places and events in black history are gathered in black firsts 4 000 ground breaking and pioneering events

African American Biography 1998-12 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential

persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields

including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music

politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 2018 ida b wells was a prominent african american famous for her crusade against

lynching in the 1890s this biography of wells tells the story of her battle for justice for african american men and

women from its beginnings in tennessee

Biography for Beginners 2007 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of

african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Black Firsts 2012-12-01 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons of african
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american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 2018 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential

persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields

including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music

politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

To Keep the Waters Troubled 2000 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential persons

of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields including

architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music politics and

government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 2017 the most complete and affordable single volume reference of african american

culture available today this almanac is a unique and valuable resource devoted to illustrating and demystifying the

moving difficult and often lost history of black life in america celebrating centuries of achievements the african

american almanac 400 years of triumph courage and excellence provides insights on the influence inspiration and

impact of african americans on u s society and culture a legacy of pride struggle and triumph is presented through a

fascinating mix of biographies including 750 influential figures little known or misunderstood historical facts

enlightening essays on significant legislation and movements and 445 rare photographs and illustrations covering

politics education religion business science medicine the military sports literature music dance theater art film and

television chapters address the important events and social and cultural changes that affected african americans

over the centuries followed by biographical profiles of hundreds of key figures including muhammad ali maya

angelou josephine baker amiri baraka daisy bates george washington carver ray charles bessie coleman gary davis

frederick douglass w e b du bois michael eric dyson duke ellington medgar evers henry louis gates jr eric h holder jr

langston hughes zora neale hurston lebron james mae c jemison martin luther king jr queen latifah jacob lawrence

kevin liles thurgood marshall walter mosley elijah muhammad barack obama gordon parks rosa parks richard pryor

condoleezza rice smokey robinson wilma rudolph betty shabazz tavis smiley clarence thomas sojourner truth harriet

ross tubman c delores tucker usher denmark vesey alice walker booker t washington kanye west reggie white

serena williams oprah winfrey and malcolm x explore a wealth of milestones inspiration challenges met and lasting

respect the african american almanac s helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its usefulness

Contemporary Black Biography 2009 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential

persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields

including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music
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politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 2017 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential

persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields

including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music

politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 1992 provides informative biographical profiles of the important and influential

persons of african american and or black heritage covers persons of various nationalities in a wide variety of fields

including architecture art business dance education fashion film industry journalism law literature medicine music

politics and government publishing religion science and technology social issues sports television theater and others

Contemporary Black Biography 2016

African American Almanac 2012-01-01

Contemporary Black Biography 2017

Contemporary Black Biography 2017

Contemporary Black Biography 2016
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